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Abstract 
Keisler, H.J., From discrete to continuous time, Annals of Pure and Applied Logic 52 (1991) 
99-141. 
A general metatheorem is proved which reduces a wide class of statements about continuous 
time stochastic processes to statements about discrete time processes. We introduce a strong 
language for stochastic processes, and a concept of forcing for sequences of discrete time 
processes. The main theorem states that a sentence in the language is true if and only if it is 
forced. Although the stochastic process case is emphasized in order to motivate the results, 
they apply to a wider class of random variables. At the end of the paper we illustrate how the 
theorem can be used with three applications involving submartingales. 
0. Introduction 
Many theorems about stochastic processes come in two similar forms, an ‘easy’ 
discrete time result and a ‘hard’ continuous time result. In this paper we present a 
general metatheorem which reduces a wide class of statements about continuous 
time processes to statements about discrete time processes. The theorem takes 
care of much of the hard work which is often needed to get from discrete to 
continuous time results, and has a variety of applications. We introduce a strong 
language for stochastic processes, and a concept of forcing for sequences of 
discrete time processes. The main theorem (Theorem 5.3) states that a sentence 
in the language is true if and only if it is forced. The statement and proof of the 
theorem involves notions from Robinson’s infinitesimal analysis. However, once 
the machinery is in place, applications of the theorem typically involve only 
elementary arguments about standard discrete time stochastic processes. Al- 
though the stochastic process case is emphasized in this paper to motivate the 
results, they apply to a wider class of random variables. At the end of the paper we 
illustrate how the theorem can be used with three applications involving 
submartingales. 
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The classical counterpart of the method developed here is a weak convergence 
argument, where a random variable with values in a Polish space M is constructed 
by taking a limit point of a tight sequence of simpler random variables in the 
weak topology (for example, see Billingsley [6]). Often, the random variables are 
stochastic processes, i.e. M is a space of functions from [0, 0~)) into R, and the 
simpler stochastic processes are random piecewise linear or step functions. These 
simpler processes are ‘discrete time approximations’ of the final process. A 
classical example of the method is the construction of Brownian motion as a weak 
limit of random walks. An easier construction of Brownian motion was given by 
Anderson [2] using the Loeb measure on a hyperfinite probability space, and his 
method has been applied in a variety of other weak convergence situations. 
Weak convergence arguments may become messy for several reasons. It is 
often difficult to show that a sequence of processes is tight. Given a tight weakly 
convergent sequence of stochastic processes on one probability space, the ‘limit’ 
is usually a process on another probability space. For this reason, one obtains 
only weak forms of many statements in V3 form; instead of proving 
VX 3y $(x, y) one gets something like VX 3i 3J c#@, 1) where 2 and jj are on a 
different probability space and X is as-much like x as possible. One is then.led to 
various notions of processes on different probability spaces being alike. Another 
difficulty is that one may need to show that a process has properties which are not 
preserved by weak convergence, such as properties related to conditional 
expectations. 
The nonstandard approach to the subject (see, for example, [l]), has the 
advantage that one always works on a fixed probability space, namely a 
hyperfinite probability space with a Loeb measure. Weak convergence arguments 
are replaced by lifting theorems, showing that a standard process has a property if 
and only if it has a lifting in the nonstandard universe with an analogous property. 
The difficulty in showing that a sequence is tight is converted into the difficulty in 
proving a pushing down theorem which is needed to come back down from a 
process in the nonstandard universe to a standard process. The method developed 
here may be regarded as a way of packaging a family of lifting theorems and 
pushing down theorems for a variety of properties into a single theorem which 
can be used without an excursion into the nonstandard universe. 
Sections 1 and 2 contain preliminary material on Polish spaces and hyperfinite 
probability spaces. Section 3 contains characterizations of tight sets of random 
variables on a hyperfinite probability space. In Section 4 we introduce the central 
notion of a liftable function which maps random variables on one hyperfinite 
space to random variables on another. The forcing machinery and main theorem 
are in Section 5. A many-sorted language-9 is introduced which has universal and 
existential quantifiers over random variables, countable connectives, and atomic 
formulas which are equations between liftable functions of random variables. A 
notion of forcing is introduced where the conditions are infinite sets of natural 
numbers, and statements are formulas of 9 with names which are sequences of 
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simple random variables. It is proved that if all the names in a statement I#J 
converge on a condition p, then p forces $J if and only if C#I is true. In Section 6, 
the expressive power of the language LZ is built up by showing that a large class of 
functions are liftable (LZ has greater expressive power than the adapted 
probability logic from [19]). Section 7 gives criteria for forcing statements 
involving expected values and conditional expectations. 
Section 8 illustrates how the main theorem can be applied with three examples 
of proofs of existence theorems in probability theory. To keep the required 
background to a minimum, each example involves the notion of a submartingale. 
The strategy is to prove a theorem about continuous time stochastic processes by 
showing that it is forced. The proofs deal only with discrete time stochastic 
processes. The first application, Theorem 8.2, shows that for every pair xt, yt of 
nonnegative submartingales on a hyperfine probability space there is a martingale 
m, whose values are always equal to x1 or -y,. This improves earlier results along 
this line, which dealt with the case that x, =y,. In that case, Gilat [ll] proved a 
weak existence theorem giving an m, on a different probability space than xI, and 
Barlow [4] and Perkins [26] proved strong existence theorems. Theorem 8.3 is a 
decomposition theorem for submartingales. It states that for every submartingale 
x such that the square of the conditional variation of x is integrable, there exists 
an increasing process z with values in the set of natural numbers and a martingale 
m such that x = z + m. Example 8.4 is a proof of a strong existence theorem for 
stochastic integral equations from [16] and [17], again on a hypetlinite probability 
space. 
A wider variety of applications, which involve more background from 
probability theory, will be given in a future publication. The advantage of the 
method given here is that the main theorem takes care once and for all of many 
of the difficulties which are involved in passing from discrete to continuous time 
processes. Instead of going through a weak convergence argument as in the book 
[6], or a lifting theorem as in the book [l], one checks that appropriate statements 
are expressible in the language 2 and shows that they are forced. 
The ideas in this paper developed from the Loeb measure construction [23], 
Anderson’s construction of Brownian motion [2], the application of these ideas to 
prove existence theorems in probability theory (see [18] and [l]), and adapted 
probability logic which was introduced in [19] and [15]. Special thanks are due to 
Sergio Fajardo, Douglas Hoover, and Steve Kosciuk for many helpful 
conversations on the subject of this paper. 
1. Preliminaries on Polish spaces 
In this section we review some facts which we shall use concerning Polish 
spaces (i.e., complete separable metrizable topological spaces). We begin with a 
review of the notions of tightness and relative compactness. For more details and 
proofs of the results see [6] or [9]. 
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We let N denote the set of positive integers. The symmetric difference between 
two sets A and B is denoted by A A B. The characteristic function of a set A will 
be denoted by OA. 
We assume throughout this paper that L, M and N are Polish spaces, and that 
p is a metric for M. 
A subset A EM is said to be relatively compact iff its closure is compact. A 
sequence (y,, ) in M is relatively compact iff its range is relatively compact. 
1.1. A sequence (x,) in M is relatively compact if and only if every subsequence 
of (xn) has a convergent subsequence. 
Definition. Meas denotes the space of all Bore1 probability measures on M 
with the weak topology, that is, the weakest topology such that for each bounded 
continuous function 4 : M + R, the function ,LA H$ 9 dp is continuous on 
Meas( 
1.2. If M is a Polkh space, then Meas is also a Polish space. 
Definition. A set of measures T E Meas is said to be tight iff for every n E N 
there is a compact set K,, c M such that for all p E T, ,u(K,,) 2 1 - l/n. 
1.3. Prohorov’s Theorem. A set T E Meas is tight if and only if T is relatively 
compact in Meas( 
Definition. Let (~2, P) be a complete probability space. We shall say that two 
P-measurable functions, or random variables, X, y : sZ+ M are equivalent iff 
x(w) = y(w) P-almost surely. Abusing notation, the equivalence class of x is also 
denoted by X. Let rv(Q M) be the space of all equivalence classes of 
P-measurable random variables x : sZ+ M with the metric 
p(x, y) = inf{e E 02: P{o E Sz: p@(w), y(o)) S E} 3 1 - E}. 
We see from the definition that convergence in the metric fi is the same as 
convergence in probability with respect to the measure P. 
Following usual practice, we shall often suppress the variable CO. For instance, 
we may write “x <y ” to abbreviate “x(o) c y(w) for almost all w E &I”. Given a 
property e(w), we may write P[#] for P{ o E 52: #(CO)}, and given an integrable 
function x(o), we may write E[x] for the expected value E[x(o)]. 
Each random variable x E rv(& M) induces a probability measure ,u on M by 
the rule p(A) = P(x-l(A)) f or each Bore1 set A G M. The measure induced by x is 
called the law of x. Thus law is a function from rv(Q, M) into Meas( A set 
T c rv(L2, M) of random variables is said to be tight if the set {law(x): x E T} is 
tight. 
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In this paper we shall often work with the space rv(Q, M) where & is a 
hyperfinite set and P is a Loeb probability measure on Q. 
We now give a brief review of characterizations of closed sets, compact sets, 
and continuous functions on Polish spaces using Robinson’s analysis. Throughout 
this paper we work with an o,-saturated nonstandard universe. 
Definition. If X, YE *M, X = Y means that *p(X, Y) = 0. X is near-standard iff 
there exists y E M such that X = *y. ns(*M) is the set of near-standard X E *M, 
and for X E ns(*M), the standard part of X is the unique point x = St(X) E M such 
that X = *x. For A G *M, we define 
St(A) = {St(X): X E A II ns(*M)}. 
For B E M, we define 
St-‘(B) = {X E ns(*M): St(X) E B}. 
1.5 (Robinson [27]). (a) If A c *M is internal, then St(A) is closed. 
(b) A set B c M is closed ifund only if B = Bt(*B). 
(c) A set B G M is relatively compact if and only if *B E ns(*M). 
(d) A set B c M is compact if and only if B = st(*B) and *B E ns(*M). 
(e) Zf X E *M and for each n E N there is a near-standard Y with *p(X, Y) c 
l/n, then X is near-standard. 
(f) The set ns(* M) and function st : ns(*M) --, M depend only on the topology 
on M, not on the metric p. 
Note, however, that the relation X = Y on *M does not depend on the metric p 
when X and Y are not near-standard. 
Definition. By a @ set in *M we mean a set of the form n, A, where A,, is a 
chain of internal subsets of *M. 
The following fact is a consequence of o,-saturation. 
1.6 (Henson [12]). Zf A,, is a chain of internal subsets of *M, then st(n, A,) = 
n, st(A,). If A is a fl set in *M, then St(A) is closed. 
Here is an analogous result for compact sets. 
Proposition 1.7. Zf A is a @ sef in *M and A E ns(*M), then St(A) is compact. 
Proof. Suppose B = st(a A,) where A,, is a chain of internal sets and 
n,, A,, c ns(*M). To show B is compact, it suffices to show that every sequence 
(6,: m E fV > of elements of B has a subsequence converging to an element of B. 
For each m E N, choose a, E n, A,, such that st(u,) = b,, and use ol-saturation 
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to extend this to an internal sequence (a m: m E *N). Let U, be a countable open 
basis for M. Whenever b,,, E 17, we have a, E *U,. By o,-saturation there is an 
infinite hyperinteger H such that uH E 17, A,, and aH E *Cl, whenever all but 
finitely many b, belong to U,. Then uH is near-standard and b = st(aH) belongs to 
B. Moreover, whenever b E U,, a, E *U, and thus for any q. disjoint from U,, 
there are infinitely many m E N with b, $ Uj- Therefore b is a limit of a 
subsequence of (b, ), as required. Cl 
Definition. Let f : M-t N where N and M are Polish spaces. A lifting of f is an 
internal function F : *M + *N such that whenever x E M, X E *M, and st(X) = x, 
we have st(F(X)) =f(x). 
1.8 (Robinson [27]). Zf f : M+ N has a lifting, then f is continuous. Zf f is 
continuous, then *f is a lifting off. 
Definition. A set A of hyperintegers is said to contain all su.ciently small infinite 
J iff there is an infinite hyperinteger H such that J EA for all infinite 
hyperintegers J s H. 
The overspill principle (see [27]) states that an internal set of hyperintegers 
contains all sufficiently large n E N if and only if it contains all sufficiently small 
infinite J. 
We conclude this section with a well known general consequence of or- 
saturation which we shall often find useful. 
1.9. Zf for each n E N, A,, is a set of hyperintegers which contains all sufficiently 
small infinite J, then n,, A,, contains all sufficiently small infinite J. 
Proof. For each n E N, there is an infinite hyperinteger H,, such that J E A,, for all 
infinite J c H,. By w,-saturation, there is an infinite hyperinteger H such that 
H c H,, for all n E N. Then J E n, A, for all infinite J c H. III 
2. Preliiaries on hyperfinite probability spaces 
Throughout this paper, (Q, P) will be a hype$nite probability space. That is, a 
probability space (Q, P) where 52 is a hyperfinite set, P is the internal counting 
probability measure on 8, and P is the associated Loeb measure. We sometimes 
abuse notation and denote the space (52, P) by & Borel(Q) is the a-algebra 
generated by the set of internal subsets of Q. 
The internal counting probability measure p on Q is defined by P(A) = 
#(A)/#(sZ) for each internal A c Q where #(A) is the internal cardinality of A. 
The Loeb measure P on 52 is defined as the completion of the unique countably 
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additive probability measure on Borel(Q) such that P(A) = st(P(A)) for each 
internal set A s S2. Its existence is proved by Loeb [23]. 
If X : Q+- *iR is internal, E[X] denotes the expected value of X with respect to 
P’, that is, 
If x : Q+ IT! is P-integrable, E[x] denotes the expected value, or integral, of x 
with respect to P. 
Definition. Let RV( s2, *M) be the internal set of all internal functions X : Q-* 
*M with the internal *metric 
p(X, Y) = *inf{ e E *R : ii[*p(X, Y) S E] 5 1 - E}. 
We write X = Y if p(X, Y) = 0. 
p is a *metric if every nonempty internal subset of 52 has positive P-measure. 
Otherwise it is only a *pseudometric. 
If C is a subset of M and a EM, p(a, C) is defined as the infimum of p(a, b) for 
b E C. If E > 0, C” denotes the set of all a EM such that &a, C) G E. If A is an 
internal subset of RV(S2, *M) and X E RV(S2, *M), then p(X, A) is defined as 
the *infimum of p(X, Y) for YEA, and A” denotes the internal set of all x such 
that p(X, A) 6 E. 
We shall now begin to develop an analogy between the pair (*M, M) and the 
pair (RV(Q *M), rv(S.2, M)). If M has more than one point, the metric space 
rv(SZ, M) is not separable (see Example 3.9). However, we shall see that 
wl-saturation will often compensate for the lact of separability. We first consider 
the analogue of the standard part function. 
Definition. An internal function X E RV(Q, *M) will be called near-standard, 
XE ns(Q, *M), iff X( w is near-standard for P-almost all o. We define the ) 
standard part function st : ns( a, *M) --, rv( 52, M) by letting St(X) be the equiv- 
alence class of a random variable x : Q+ M such that x(w) = st(X(o)) for 
P-almost all o. If A s RV(Q, *M), we define St(A) = {St(X): X EA}. If B E 
rv(Q, M), we define St-‘(B) = {X E ns(Q, *M): St(X) E B}. 
Following Anderson [3], we say that X is a lifting of x if St(X) =x. Notice that 
we are now using lifting in two different senses: the topological notion of a lifting 
of a function f : M + N between Polish spaces, and the measure-theoretic notion 
of a lifting of a function x : Q+- M. Sometimes the former notion is called a 
uniform lifting because it works everywhere instead of almost everywhere. In this 
paper we shall simply use the word lifting in both cases and depend on the 
context to distinguish the two notions. 
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2.1 (Anderson [3]). A function x: D + M has a lifting if and only if x k 
P-measurable. 
Remarks. (a) If M is compact, then by 1.5(d), ns(Q *M) = RV(Q, *M). 
(b) For all X, YE RV(Q, *M’>, X = Y if and only if X(o) = Y(w) for P-almost 
all w. 
(c) If X E ns(Q, *M), then X = Y if and only if Y E ns( Q, *M) and st(X) = 
st( Y). 
(d) By (b) and 1.5(e), the set ns(S2, *M) and function st:ns(Q, *M)+ 
rv(s2, M) depend only on the topology of M and not on the metric p. 
(e) We shall often use the following consequence of or-saturation. Each 
sequence (Xn: n E N) of internal elements of RV( Q, *M) can be extended to an 
internal sequence (X,: J E *N) of elements of RV(S2, *M). 
(f) For each sequence (x,: n E N) of elements of rv(62, M) there exists an 
internal sequence (XJ: J E *N) of elements of RV(S2, *M) such that X, lifts x, for 
all n E N. We shall call (XJ: J E *N) a lifting of (x,: n E N). 
Proposition 2.2. Suppose X, YE ns(Q, *M), x = St(X), and y = St(Y). Then 
0(x, Y) =4%X, Y)). 
Proof. Since the metric p is continuous on M x M, *p(X(o), Y(o)) as a 
function from Q into *R is a lifting of p(x(o), y(w)). We see from the definitions 
that for all positive real E > 6, we have 
p(x, y) < E implies p(X, Y) G 6, 
p(X, Y) < E implies p(x, y) C 6. 
Therefore j?(x, y) = p(X, Y). 0 
Here is a characterization of a limit for the space rv(Q, M). This characteriza- 
tion depends only on the topology of M and not on the metric p. 
Proposition 2.3. Suppose that X E RV(Q, *M) lifts x E rv(Q, M), and (X,,: n E 
*N) 1ifLv (xN: n E N). Then lim,,,x, =x if and only if X, =X holds for all 
sufficiently small infinite .J. 
Proof. First suppose lim,,, x, =x. By overspill, for each m E N, p(X,, X) c l/m 
for all sufficiently small infinite J. Then by 1.9, X, = X for all sufficiently small 
infinite J. 
Now assume that X, =X for all sufficiently small infinite J. Then for each real 
E > 0, p(X_, X) c E for all sufficiently small infinite J. By overspill, p(X”, X) c E, 
and hence 8(x,, x) c E, for all sufficiently large n E N. This proves that 
lim,,, x, = x. 0 
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Define the internal function LAW : RV( Sz, *M) + *Meas by 
LAW(X)(C) = P(X-‘(C)) 
for each *Bore1 subset C of *M. Notice that for each X, the *measure LAW(X) 
is concentrated on the range of X, which is a hyperlinite subset of *M of size at 
most the size of Q. 
Proposition 2.4 (Loeb [24]). Suppose X E ns(Q, *M) and x = St(X). Then in the 
space Meas( law(x) = st(LAW(X)). 
Proof. The family of finite intersections of sets of the form {,u: ] 3 dp E (a, b)}, 
where w is a bounded continuous function IJJ : M + IR, forms an open basis for 
Meas( For any such I/-J, we have 
13 d(law(x)) = W+W = J%* WV1 = I(* W) d(LAWW). 
Thus, if j’ ~YJ d(law(x)) E (a, b), then j (*$J) d(LAW(X)) E *(a, b). It follows that 
LAW(X) belongs to the star of any open neighborhood of law(x), that is, 
Law(X) = law(x). 0 
Proposition 2.5. (a) (Universality) The function law : rv( Sz, M)+ Meas i.r 
onto. 
(b) (Homogeneity) Zf x, y E rv(s2, M), then law(x) = law(y) if and only if there 
is an internal permutation h of Sz such that x(ho) = y(o) P-almost surely. 
(c) (Saturation) For any x E rv(Q, M) and i, jj E rv(I’, M) such that law(x) = 
law@), there exists y E rv(Q, M) such that law(x, y) = law@, y). 
A proof of 2.5 can be found in [20]. 
Proposition 2.6. (a) ns(*M) is a countable intersection of countable unions of 
internal sets. 
(b) ns(52, *M) i.r a countable intersection of countable unions of internal sets. 
Proof. (a) Let {a,: n E l+J} be a countable dense subset of M, and let Akn be the 
set of all points within distance l/k of {al, . . . , a,}. Then 
ns(*M) = ‘/! l_J *&,. 
(b) Let Akn be defined as in part (a), and let Bkn be the set of all internal 
X: 524 *M such that P[X E *Akn] > 1 - l/k. Then each Bkn is internal, and 
Proposition 2.7. X E ns( Q, *M) if and ody if LAW(X) E ns( *Meas(M 
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Proof. The implication from left to right follows from 2.4. Suppose LAW(X) is 
near-standard. Let p = st(LAW(X)). Then for any bounded continuous function 
q:M* R, we have 
/(*NdLAW(X)=j-Wdp. 
It follows that for each compact set K c_ M, 
P[X e *(K”“)] 3 p(K) - l/n for all n E N, 
and since *K c St-l(K), 
P[X E St-l(K)] 2 p(K). 
By Prohorov’s Theorem, each singleton {cl} is tight, so for each n E N there is a 
compact set K, such that p(K,) 3 1 - l/n. Therefore X(w) is near-standard for 
P-almost all CO, and X E ns(Q, *M). 0 
Proposition 2.8. Let A, be a decreacing chain of internal subsets of RV(Q *M). 
(a) st(n, A,) = n, 4%). 
(b) st(n, A) is closed. 
(c) St-‘(St(f), A,)) = n, (A#‘” f-3 ns(Q, *M). 
(d) Zf n, A, c ns(8, *M), then n,,(A,#‘” G ns(9 *M). 
Proof. (a) It is trivial that st(n, A,) E n, st(A,). Suppose x E n,, st(A,). Let X 
lift x. For each n there exists Y E A, such that p(X, Y) < l/n. By o,-saturation 
there exists Y E n, A, such that X = Y, so x = st(Y) E St(f),, A,,). 
(b) By (a), it suffices to prove that st(A) is closed for each internal 
A c RV(Q, *M). Let x $ st(A) and let X lift x. Then p(X, Y) is noninfinitesimal 
for all YE A. By overspill, there is an m E N such that p(X, Y) 2 l/m for all 
YEA. Then by Proposition 2.2, 0(.x, y) 5 l/m for all y E St(A). Therefore the 
complement of st(A) is open, and st(A) is closed. 
(c) The left side is trivially included in the right side. Let X belong to the right 
side. Then X has a standard part x. By o,-saturation there exists Y such that for 
all n, Y EA, and p(X, Y) < l/n. Then X = Y, so x = st(Y) E st(n, A,). 
(d) Let X E n, (An)““. For each n E N there exists YEA, such that p(X, Y) < 
l/n. Since the A, are decreasing, it follows by q-saturation that there exists Y 
such that for all n E N, YE A,, and p(X, Y) s l/n. Then X = Y and YE n, A,. 
Therefore Y E ns(Q, *M) and hence X E ns(9, *M). Cl 
3. Tight sets 
Here is a characterization of tight subsets of rv(Q, M) where (8 P) is a 
hyperfinite probability space. 
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Theorem 3.1. Let (Q, P) be a hyperfinite probability space, and let T c rv(Q, M). 
The following are equivalent: 
(a) T is tight. 
(b) T E &(A) for some internal set A 5 ns(Q, *M). 
(c) T E &(A) for some fl set A G ns(Q *M). 
Proof. First assume (a). We shall prove (b). By Prohorov’s Theorem, there is a 
compact set KG Meas such that {law(x): x E T} c K. Let n be a metric for 
Meas( By 2.5(a) (U niversality), for each p E K there exists y E rv(Q, M) with 
law(y) = p. If Y lifts y, then law(y) = st(LAW(Y)) by 2.4, and thus 
*n(LAW(Y), *p) = 0. Since K is compact, each element of *K is near-standard. 
Thus each n E N has the property that for each Y E *K there exists Y E 
RV(Q, *M) with *n(LAW(Y), Y) G l/n. By overspill there is an infinite H such 
that for each Y E *K there exists Y E RV(D, *M) with *n(LAW(Y), Y) G l/H. 
Let A be the internal set of all Y E RV(Q, *M) such that for some Y E *K, 
*n(LAW(Y), Y) G l/H. For each YE A, LAW(Y) is near-standard, and by 2.7, 
Y is near-standard. Thus A G ns(Q, *M). Let x E T. Then law(x) E K, and hence 
there exists Z EA with *n(LAW(Z), *law(x)) s l/H. Let z = St(Z). By 2.4, 
law(z) = st(LAW(Z)), and so law(z) = law(x). By 2.5(b) (homogeneity), we have 
x(w) = Z@O) P-almost surely for some internal permutation h of Q. Let 
X E RV(Q, *M) be given by X(o) = Z(ho). Since h is internal, it preserves P 
and P. Therefore X is a lifting of x. Moreover, LAW(X) = LAW(Z). We 
conclude that X E A and T E St(A), and hence (b) holds. 
The implication from (b) to (c) is trivial. 
Now assume (c), that T c st(A) for some fl set A = n,A, E ns(Q, *M). 
From the proof of Proposition 2.6, there is a chain of compact (in fact finite) sets 
K,,, G M such that 
ns(Q, *M) = n U Bi, 
i m 
where Bjm is the internal set 
Bj~ = {X E RV(~, *M): ~[X E *(K~)] 5 1 - l/j}. 
For each j E kJ we have 
fJA,G&JBj,* 
By q-saturation, for each j there exist m(j) and n(j) E N such that A,(, E Bj,,Cj,. 
Then for each j, A E Bj,mcj,. Now fix k E N. Let h(j) = m(k - 2’). For each X EA, 
we have 
P[X E *(K2(ii,)] 2 1 - k-’ - 2-j. 
Therefore for each x E T, 
P[x E (K;‘(j))] 2 1 - k-’ * 2-j, 
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and 
P[x E K] 2 1 - l/k 
where K = nj (Ki’&,). K is closed and totally bounded, and therefore compact. 
This shows that T is tight. Cl 
A sequence (x,: n E N) in rv(Q, M) is said to be tight iff its range is a tight set. 
Here is a characterization of tight sequences in terms of liftings. 
Theorem 3.2. Let (x,: n E IV) be a sequence in rv(8, M) and let (X,: J E *fV) be a 
lifting of (x,: n E FU). Then (xn: n E N) is tight if and only if X, is near-standard 
for all suficiently small infinite J. 
Proof. Suppose (x,) is tight. By Theorem 3.1, there is an internal set 
A c ns(S2, *M) such that for each n E N, x, has a lifting Y, E A. Since X, is also a 
lifting of x,, we have p(Xn, Y,) = 0, and hence p(Xn, Y,) G l/n for all n E N. By 
overspill, there is an infinite H such that Y, E A and p(X,, Y,) G l/J for all J =S H. 
Then X, is near-standard for all J d H. 
Now suppose X, is near-standard for all infinite J s H. Then each x, belongs to 
st(A) where A is the internal set {X,: J s H}, and A E ns(Q, *M). Cl 
We now introduce the notions of neoclosed and neocompact sets, which play 
roles for the space rv(s2,M) analogous to the closed and compact subsets of M. 
Definition. By a l$ set (in RV(SZ, *M)) we mean a set of the form n, A, where 
A,, is a decreasing chain of internal subsets of RV(B, *M). We say that a subset C 
of rv(Q, M) is neoclosed iff C = st(A) for some fl set A c RV(SZ, *M). C is said 
to be neocompact iff C is tight and neoclosed. 
Corollary 3.3. (a) Every neoclosed set is closed. 
(b) C is neoclosed if and only if there is a rr( set B such that St-‘(C) = B fl 
ns(S2, *M). 
Proof. By Proposition 2.8. Cl 
Proposition 3.4. The set of neoclosed subsets of rv(S2, M) is closed under finite 
unions and under countable intersections. 
Proof. It is easily seen that the family of fl sets is closed under finite unions and 
countable intersections. The union of two neoclosed sets is neoclosed because 
st(A U B),= st(A) U St(B). Let C, be neoclosed for each n E N. By 3.3(b), for 
each n there is a fl set B, such that 
st-l(C,,) = B, f~ ns(Q, *M). 
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Then 
st-* 
( > 
n c, = n B, n ns(Q, *M), 
n n 
and 
n cl = st(n K). 
” ” 
Since countable intersections of @ sets are fl, n,, B, is fl and thus n, C,, is 
neoclosed . Cl 
We now turn to the neocompact sets. If M is a compact metric space, then the 
set rv(52, M) is neocompact. Here is a characterization of neocompact sets. 
CoroUary 3.5. Let C c rv(Q, M), The following are equivalent. 
(a) C is neocompact. 
(b) St-‘(C) i.r a fl set. 
(c) C = st(A) for some fl set A E ns(S2, *M). 
Proof. (a) implies (b): Let C be neocompact. By 3.3 and 3.1, there are J$ sets A 
and B such that A ~ns(Q *M), St-‘(C) GA, and St-‘(C) = B fl ns(S2, *M). 
Then St-‘(C) =A f~ B, and A fl B is a fl set. 
The implication from (b) to (c) holds with A = St-‘(C). 
(c) implies (a): If (c) holds, then C is neoclosed by definition and C is tight by 
3.1. 0 
CoroUary 3.6. Every tight set T c_ ~(a, M) is contained in a neocompact set. 
Proof. By 3.1 and 3.5. Cl 
The following result is a countable compactness property for neocompact sets. 
Proposition 3.7. The intersection of a countable chain of nonempty neocompact 
subsets of N(Q, M) is nonempty. 
Proof. Let C,,, n E N, be a countable chain of nonempty neocompact sets. For 
each n, St-I(&) = nk Akn where each Akn is internal. The family {Akn: k, n E N} 
has the finite intersection property. By wl-saturation, 
is nonempty, so n, C, is nonempty. 0 
Corohry 3.8. Let C,, be a countable decreasing chain of neoclosed subsets of 
N(Q, M) and let (xn) be a tight sequence in rv(s2, M). Zf x, E C,, for each n E N, 
then n,, C,, is nonempty. 
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Proof. By 3.6, there is a noecompact set B containing each x,. By 3.4, B rl C,, is 
neocompact for each n. B fl C,, is nonempty because it contains the point x,. By 
3.7, n,, (B rl C,) is nonempty. 0 
Given two or more spaces of random variables, say rv(Q, M) and rv(T, N) 
where Q and r are hyperfinite probability spaces, the notions of a tight relation 
and a neoclosed relation on rv(Q, M) X rv(r, N) are defined in the natural way. 
All of the results in this section readily extend to relations. 
We conclude this section with an example illustrating the difference between 
compact and neocompact . 
Example 3.9. Let Q be a hyperfinite probability space. The elements of 
rv(Q, (0, 1)) are the characteristic functions of Loeb measurable sets, which we 
shall identify with the sets themselves. The distance between two elements 
x, y E rv(Q, (0, 1)) is the Loeb measure P(x Ay) of their symmetricx difference. 
For each internal X c_ Q, X is near-standard and St(X) is the equivalence class of 
X, i.e., the set of all x E Sz such that P(X Ax) = 0. The set rv(Q, (0, 1)) is 
obviously tight and neoclosed and thus neocompact. Now let {xi: i E Z} be a 
maximal subset of rv(s2, (0, 1)) such that P(xi Ax,) L l/2 whenever i #i. Z is 
infinite because for any finite subset S E rv(Q, (0, l}), there is an x E 
rv(S2, (0, l}) which is at distance l/2 from each y E S. For each i E Z, the set 
Bi = {y: P(X, Ay) 2 I/2} is neoclosed, because if Xi lifts xi, then Bi is the 
standard part of the rr(: set n,{Y: &Xi A Y) 2 l/2 - l/n}. Let Z,, n E RJ, be an 
increasing chain of proper subsets of Z such that IJ,, J,, = I. Then for each n, the 
set C,, = n,.,” Bi is closed and nonempty. The maximality of the family {Xi: i E I} 
implies that n, C,, = 0. We may now draw the following conclusions: 
(a) C,, is a countable chain of nonempty tight closed sets with empty 
intersection. 
(b) The set rv(Q, (0, 1)) is neocompact but not compact. 
(c) For some n, the set C, is tight and closed but not neocompact. 
(d) The metric space rv(Q, (0, 1)) is not separable (e.g., by (b) and 
Prohorov’s Theorem). 
4. Liftable functions 
We now introduce the notion of a liftable function which playes a role in our 
setting analogous to the continuous functions. The liftable functions will be a class 
of functions from rv(Q, M) into rv(T, N), where Z is another hyperfhtite 
probability space and N is another Polish space. We also wish to include the case 
of functions from rv(Q, M) into N. For this reason we allow Z to be either finite 
or hyperfinite, and identify N with the space rv(1, N) where 1 is a one-element 
probability space. By 1.5(b), a subset of a Polish space N is neoclosed if and only 
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if it is closed. To define the liftable functions, we shall introduce an analogue of 
the notion of a lifting which applies to functions from rv(sZ, M) into rv(T, N), and 
then call a function liftable iff it has a lifting. 
Throughout this section, L, M and N are Polish spaces, A, Q and rare finite 
or hyperfinite probability spaces with counting measures, and p is a metric for M. 
Definition. A lifting of a function f : rv(i2, M) + rv(T, N) is an internal function 
F:RV(SZ, *M)-+RV(T, *N) such that whenever X E RV(S2, *M) lifts x E 
rv(Q, M), F(X) lifts f(x). A function f is liftable iff f has a lifting. 
Examples 4.1. (a) The identity function on RV(S2, *M) is a lifting of the identity 
function on rv(Q, M). Hence the identity function on rv(Q, M) is liftable. 
(b) By 1.8, a function f: M -+ N from a Polish space M into another Polish 
space N is liftable if and only if it is continuous. 
(c) Proposition 2.2 shows that the function 
/5 : RV(Q, *M x *M)+ *R’ 
is a lifting of the distance function 
j3:rv(Q,MxM)-+R. 
Thus 0 is liftable. 
(d) Proposition 2.4 shows that the function 
LAW:RV(Q, *M)+ *Meas 
is a lifting of the law function 
law:rv(Q, M)+Meas(M). 
Thus the function law is liftable. 
We now study the connection between liftable functions, neoclosed sets, and 
tight sets. 
Proposition 4.2. A function f : rv( Q, M)+ N is liftable if and only if for every 
closed subset C of N, f-‘(C) is neoclosed. 
Proof. Let F be a lifting of $ Let C be a closed subset of N. Let Ed be a metric for 
N. Assume that X lifts x. Then F(X) lifts f (x). Thus 
f(x) EC iff F(x) l st-‘(C) iff XE~A, 
” 
where A,, = {Y: F(Y) E *(C?)}. Therefore f-‘(C) = st(n,, A,) is neoclosed. 
Now suppose f-‘(C) is neoclosed for every closed C E N. Take a countable 
closed base C,, for N. For each n, let Akn be a decreasing chain of internal subsets 
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of RV(Q, *M) such that f-‘(C,) = st(n A&. By Proposition 2.8, 
st(T;I&) = st(Q (Adl*), 
s+(Q&n)) =Q (Al;n)llk n ns(S2, *M). 
We claim that there is an internal function F such that for all k and n, 
F-‘(*C,J G (Ah)? 
To see this, let k E N. For each subset U of { 1, . . . , k}, choose aU E M - UneuC,, 
if M - iJnEu C,, # 0, and choose aU EM arbitrarily otherwise. Let Fk be the 
function defined by F,(X) =au where U = {n c k: x $ (A&“‘}. Then Fk is 
internal and for all m, II c k, 
F;l(*Cn) E (Ak,J1lk. 
It follows by o,-saturation that the required function F exists. 
We now show that F is a lifting of $ Suppose X lifts x and f(x) belongs to a 
basic open set B. Let C,, be the complement of B. Then x $f-l(C,), and hence 
there is a k such that x $ st((Akn)‘lk). Then X $ (Akn)l’k, and so F(X) $ *C, and 
F(X) E *B. This shows that F(X) lifts f(x), so F lifts $ Cl 
Since all neoclosed sets are closed, it follows from 4.2 that all liftable functions 
f : ~~(52, M) + N are continuous. We now prove one direction of the analogue of 
Proposition 4.2 for functions whose values are random variables. 
Proposition 4.3. Suppose f : rv(j2, M)+ rv(r, N) is liftable. Then f is continuous, 
and for every neoclosed subset C of rv(f, N), f-‘(C) is neoclosed. 
Proof. Let z be a metric for N, and let 5 be the corresponding metric for 
rv(s2, N). Suppose F lifts J Let B be a closed subset of rv(T, N), and let 
x $ f -l(B). Then f(x) $ B and E = jz(f(x), B) > 0. Let X lift x. Then whenever 
Y-X, F(Y) = F(X) and ji(F(X), F(Y)) S c/2. By overspill there is a real 6 > 0 
such that whenever p(X, Y) < 6, R(F(X), F(Y)) S s/2. We see from Proposition 
2.2 that whenever $(x, y) 6 612, A(f (x), f (y)) Q c/2 and n(f (y), B) 2 e/2, so 
y $ f -l(B). Therefore f-‘(B) is closed, and hence f is continuous. 
Now let C be a neoclosed subset of rv(r, N) and let A,, n E IV, be a decreasing 
chain of internal subsets of RV(T, *N) such that C = st(fj,, A,). Suppose X lifts 
x. Then F(X) lifts f(x). By Proposition 2.8, 
n Ef-‘(C) iff f(x) E C iff F(X) E Q(A,)“” iff X E QF-‘((AJ’I”). 
Therefore f -l(C) = st(f-),, f -l((A,J”,) is neoclosed. 0 
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Proposition 4.4. A set C G rv( Sz, M) is neoclosed if and only if there is a countable 
sequence of Ziftable functions fn : rv(i2, M) --, [0, l] such that C is the intersection of 
the zero sets of fn, C = n7, f ;l({O}). 
Proof. By 3.4 and and 4.2, a countable intersection of zero sets of liftable 
functions is neoclosed. 
For the converse, suppose C = St(f), A,) w h ere A,, is a decreasing chain of 
internal sets. For each n, define F, : RV(S2, *M)-, *[O, l] by 
K(X) = P(X, (A,)?. 
Each F, is internal, and by the triangle inequality, if X = 2 then F,(X) = F,(Z). 
Therefore F, lifts a liftable function fn : rv(Q, M) + [0, 11. We show that x E C if 
and only if fn(x) = 0 for all n E N. 
Suppose x E C and let X lift x. Then X E n, (A,)l’“, so F,(X) = 0 for all n, and 
fn(x) = 0 for all n. 
Now suppose f&r) = 0 for all n and let X lift x. Then F,(X) = 0 for all n, and 
hence for each n there exists Y E A,, such that p(X, Y) 6 2/n. By w,-saturation 
there exists Y E n, A,, such that Y = X. Then Y lifts x, and since C = St(f), A,,) 
we have x E C. We have shown that C is the intersection of the zero sets of the 
liftable functions fn. 0 
Proposition 4.5. Zf C E rv(S2, M) is neocompact (or tight) and f : rv(Q, M) + 
rv(T, IV) is liftable, then f (C) is neocompact (or tight). 
Proof. Let F lift f. By Corollary 3.5, C = st(A) for some fl set A c ns(S2, *M). 
It follows that f(C) = st(F(A)). Let A = n, A,, where A,, is a decreasing chain of 
internal sets. By w,-saturation, F(A) = n, F(A,), so F(A) is a rr(: set. If X E A, 
then X lifts some x E C, so F(X) lifts f(x). Therefore F(A) E ns(Q, *M). We 
conclude that f(C) is neocompact. Cl 
Proposition 4.6. Compositions of liftable functions are liftable. That is, if 
f : rv(Q, M)-, rv(A, N) iv liftable and g : rv(A, N)+ rv(I’, L) is liftable, then gof 
is liftable. 
Proof. If F lifts f and G lifts g, then G 0 F lifts g 0 f. Cl 
The notion of a liftable function of finitely many variables is defined in the 
natural way, and all of the results in this section readily extend to that case. 
The following example shows that Proposition 4.5 does not hold for arbitrary 
continuous functions J
Example. We build on Example 3.9. Let x,, n E fY, be a countable sequence of 
elements of rv(S2, (0, 1)) such that P(xm Ax,) 3 l/2 whenever m # n. Then a 
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point y E rv(Q, (0, 1)) can be strictly within l/4 of at most one x,. For each n, let 
fn(y) = 8n - max(O, l/8 - P(x,, Ay)), that is, fn : rv(Q, (0, l})+ IR is the function 
whose graph is a cone with apex of height II at X, and base the ball of radius l/8 
about x,. Let f :rv(Q, (0, l})-+ R be the function f = Cy=ifn. Each fn is 
continuous and each point has a neighborhood on which at most one fn is 
nonzero, so f is continuous. Thus: 
(a) f is a continuous function whose domain rv(Q, (0, 1)) is tight but whose 
range R is not tight. 
(b) By Proposition 4.5, f is not liftable. 
5. Forcing and approximations 
In this section we introduce a strong language for expressing properties of 
random variables and a concept of forcing, and prove the main theorem that a 
statement is true if and only if it is forced. At the end of the section we show that 
this reduces any sentence in the language to a property of sequences of simple 
random variables. 
Definition of the language 2’. Given an w,-saturated nonstandard universe, a 
language 2 is formed in the following way. 2 has infinitely many individual 
variables uk. Each variable Vi has a sort space rv(Q, Mi). We define the sort 
space of a tuple of variables u = (ui, . . . , u,) to be the product of the sort 
spaces of the Ui. 
By a ferm of 2 we mean an expression of the form f(u) where f is a liftable 
function from the sort space of u into a space rv(T, M). The latter space is called 
the sort space of the term f(u). The atomic formulas of L!? are equations between 
terms of 2’ of the same sort. Formulas of 2 are formed by starting with the 
atomic formulas and repeatedly applying negation, finite or countable conjunc- 
tions, and existential quantifiers over the variables. 
To sum up, 2 is a many sorted L,,, language which has a sort for each space 
rv(Q, M), a function symbol for each liftable function, and an equality predicate 
between terms of each sort. We shall only deal with the intended model for 2, 
where each variable ranges over its sort space and each liftable function is 
interpreted by itself. Since compositions of liftable functions are again liftable, 
there is no need to close the set of terms of 2’ under liftable functions. 
We introduce disjunctions and universal quantifiers as abbreviations in the 
usual way. We shall use various self-explanatory abbreviations for atomic 
formulas when convenient. For example, if f and g are liftable functions from 
rv(Q, L) into rv(T, R), we shall use f(u) 3 g( ) u as an abbreviation for the atomic 
formula min(f (u), g(u)) = g(u). W e may treat a variable alone as a term of 2 
because the identity function is liftable. By introducing dummy variables, any 
atomic formula may be written in the form f(u) = g(u). 
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Definition of truth in 9. Given an atomic formula f(u) = g(u) of 9? where f(u) 
and g(u) are terms of sort rv(& N), and a tuple of random variables a of the 
same sort as u, we say that f(a) = g(u) is true iff f(a)(y) = g(u)(y) for almost all 
y E lY For a formula $(u) in the language 9, the truth value of $(a) is now 
defined in the usual way by induction on the complexity of @, with the quantifiers 
on bound variables ranging over the corresponding sort spaces. 
Definition of forcing. A condition is an infinite subset p of N. In a metric space M 
with metric p, we say that lim,.. X, = a iff 
(Vk E N)(3m E N)(Vn E N)[if n EP A n 2 m then p(x,, a) s l/k]. 
The forcing relation p It @((x)), where p is a condition, G(u) is a formula of 3 
with an m-tuple of free variables u, and (x) is an m-tuple of tight sequences of 
the same sort as u, is defined by induction on the complexity of q!~ as follows. 
(a) If 9 is an atomic formula f(u) =g(u) and f(u), g(u) have sort space 
rv(T, M), then 
P Itf((x)) = g(b)) iff lim PWA &A) = 0. 
neP 
(b) p Ik l+ iff there is no condition q c p such that q It @ 
(c)pItr\,~~iffpI~~,forallnE~. 
(d) pIt3v@((x), v) iff f or every q cp there exists r E q such that r Il- 
$J((x), (y)) for some tight sequence (y ) of the same sort as v. 
We shall use the word ‘formula’ for either a formula G(u) of the language 9, 
or an expression #((x)) where @( u ) is a formula of 3’ and (x) is a tight sequence 
of the same sort as u. Thus (x) = (r,:n EN). 
Lemma 5.1. Let C be a neoclosed subset of rv(S2, M). If x,, E C for all sufficiently 
large n EP, then p It (x) E C. 
Proof. By Proposition 4.4, C is the intersection of the zero sets of a countable 
family of liftable functions fm : rv(i2, M)+ [0, 11, m E N. We take the expression 
u E C to be an abbreviation for the formula Am&(u) = 0. It follows from the 
definition of forcing that p It Am fm((x)) = 0. Cl 
Lemma 5.2. The following hold for all conditions and formulas. 
(i) If p It $ and q EP, then q It $. 
(ii) p It 11$1 if and onZy if (Vq E p)(3r E q) r It $I. 
(iii) Zf # is atomic, then p It t$ if and only if p IFi i#. 
(iv) p It T#J if and only if p IF 1 -I -M#L 
(v) p II Vk & if and only if (Vq cp)(+ E q)(X) r It @k. 
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(vi) p IFVv c$((x), v) ifand only ifp II-~-$((x), (y))for every tight sequence 
(y ) of the same sort as v. 
(vii) Zf p A q is finite, then p k $ if and only if q II- #r. 
Proof. We prove the nontrivial direction of (iii). Assume that C$ is the atomic 
formula f ((x)) = g( (x)) and not p IF $I. Then there is an infinite q rp and a real 
b > 0 such that o(f (xn), g(x,)) 3 b f or all n E q. Therefore there is no r s q such 
that r Ik @, so not p IF1 T$. The other parts of the lemma are routine. 0 
We now come to our main theorem, which will allow us to reduce statements 
about continuous time processes to statements about discrete time processes. It 
shows that a sentence in the language 2 is true if and only if it is forced by some, 
or every, condition. This result will be applied in a variety of settings in Section 8. 
In these applications, a sentence cj in the language d;p is proved by showing that C$ 
is forced. In many cases, the property that C$ is forced will be an easy fact about 
discrete time, while the statement @ itself will be an apparently more difficult fact 
about continuous time. 
Theorem 5.3. Let p be a condition. Suppose (x) is a tight sequence and 
lim,,x,, = u. Then for all formulas $((x)), p It G<(x)) if and only if @(a) is true. 
In particular, if C$I is a sentence, then p Ik I# if and only if C$ is true. 
Remark. The ‘deterministic’ case of Theorem 5.3, where the sort space of each 
variable is a Polish space M instead of a space of random variables rv(Q, M), 
may be proved by a very easy induction which we leave as an exercise. The only 
step of this induction which breaks down in the general case is the existential 
quantifier step in the direction from p II- 3v 9((x), v) to 3v $(a, v). In the 
deterministic ase this step depends on the fact that every tight sequence in M has 
a convergent subsequence (by 1.1). It goes as follows: Suppose limnap n, = Q and 
P IHv @((x)~ v). men 4 IF #((-+ (Y )) f or some condition q c_p and some tight 
sequence (y ), and limn.. y,, = b exists for some r E q. Then r II #((x), (y)), so 
$(a, b) holds by inductive hypothesis, whence 3v $(a, v) holds. 
This argument fails in the probabilistic case because a tight sequence in 
rv(Q, M) will ordinarily not have a convergent subsequence in the sense of the 
metric space. Instead of proving Theorem 5.3 directly, we give an inductive proof 
of a stronger result (Theorem 5.9) where the tight sequence (x) does not 
necessarily converge. We first prove a series of lemmas. 
Definition. Given a condition p, we say that a set A of hyperintegers contains all 
sufficiently small infinite J E *p iff there is an infinite K E *N such that J E A for all 
infinite J E *p with J c K. We say that A contains arbitrarily small infinite J E *p iff 
it is not the case that *N\A contains all sufficiently small infinite J E *p (that is, 
for each infinite K E *N there exists an infinite J E *p such that J 6 K and J E A). 
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The next lemma gives a criterion for an atomic formula to be forced. Later on, 
we shall extend this criterion to arbitrary formulas. 
Lemma 5.4. Consider a condition p and an atomic formula f ((x)) = g( (x)), and 
let (&: n E *R4) be a lifting of (x). Then p Ikf ((x)) = g((x)) if and only if 
f (st(X,)) = g(st(X,)) f or a su 11 fi ciently small infinite J E *p. 
Proof. Let F lift f and G lift g. By Theorem 3.2, since (x) is tight, X, is 
near-standard for all sufficiently small infinite J. Since F lifts f, st(F(X,)) = 
f (st(X,)) for all sufficiently small infinite J, and similarly for G. 
Suppose p It f ((x)) = g( (x)). Then lim,,, P(f (xn), g(m)) = 0. By overspill, for 
each k E N, for all sufficiently small infinite J E *p we have P(F(X,), G(X,)) s 
l/k. By ol-saturation, for all sufficiently small infinite J E *p we have F(X,) = 
G(X,). It follows that 
f (st(X,)) = st(F(X,)) = st(G(X,)) = g(st(X,)) 
for all sufficiently small infinite J E *p. 
Now suppose f (st(X,)) = g(st(X,)) f or all sufficiently small infinite J E *p. Then 
P(F(X,), G(X,)) -0 for all such J. By overspill, for each k E tV, 
P(F(X,), G(X,)) s l/K for all sufficiently large n EP. Since F and G lift f and g, 
for each k E N, we have P(f (xn), g(q)) =S 2/k for all sufficiently large n EP. 
Therefore lim,,, fi(f (-4, g(x,)) = 0, whence p Ikf ((x)) =g((x)). 0 
To extend the above lemma to arbitrary formulas, we shall use the notion of a 
countably determined set, which was introduced by Henson [12]. A subset A of 
an internal set Z is said to be countably determined iff there is a countable 
collection {B,: n E R4} of internal subsets of Z such that A is a (possibly infinite) 
Boolean combination of the B,‘s. The collection of countably determined sets is 
closed under countable unions, complements, and images and preimages under 
internal functions. 
Lemma 5.5. For each formula #r(u) in the language 3, the set T(4) of all internal 
tuples X such that X is near-standard, X has the same sort as u, and @(St(X)) b 
true, is countably determined. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.6, the set of all internal near-standard tuples X is 
countably determined. We argue by induction on the complexity of $J. If @ is an 
atomic formula f(u) = g(u), and F, G lift f, g, then T(@) is the set of all 
near-standard internal X which belong to the intersection of the countable chain 
of internal sets 
B, = {X: P(F(X), G(X)) d l/n}, 
and thus T(@) is countably determined. The induction steps for negation, 
countable disjunction, and existential quantifier follows from the fact that the 
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countably determined sets are closed under complements, countable unions, and 
projections. 0 
Corollary 5.6. Let $J(u, v) be a formula of 2 and let (XJ: j E *N) be an internal 
sequence of tuples of the same sort as u. Then the set 
{(J, Y) E *N x RV(A-2, *M): (X,, Y) E T(#)} 
is countubly determined. 
Proof. The set in question is the preimage of T(#) under the internal function 
(J, Y) H (Xi, Y). 0 
Lemma 5.7. Let A be a countubly determined subset of an internal set I, let 
F : I+ *N be an internal function, and let p be a condition such that F(A) contains 
arbitrarily small infinite J E *p. Then A has a fl subset B such that F(B) contains 
arbitrarily small infinite J E *p. 
Proof. Let A be determined by the countable collection {B,: n E N} of internal 
subsets of i. For each X G N and n E N let 
B n,X = B, if n E X, B,,x = I\ B, if n 4 X. 
Let the type t(X) of X be the fl set 
t(x) = flN &,x. 
Then for some set S c P(N), 
A = ,I;‘, t(x). 
Thus if X E S then t(X) E A, and otherwise t(X) n A = 8. To prove the lemma, it 
suffices to show that for some X E S, F(t(X)) contains arbitrarily small infinite 
.Z E *p. Suppose not. Then for each X E S there exists an infinite K E *N such that 
F(t(X)) contains no infinite .Z E *p with .Z SK. By w,-saturation, for each X E S 
there exists an infinite K E *N and an m E N such that F(nnS, B,,,) contains no 
infinite .Z E *p with .Z G K. Since there are only countably many different internal 
sets of the form f-l,,<,,, B,,x, it follows by w,-saturation that there exists an 
infinite K E *N such that for each X E S, F(t(X)) contains no infinite .Z E *p with 
.Z < K. But then F(A) contains no infinite .Z E *p with .Z < K, a contradiction. This 
completes the proof. 0 
Lemma 5.8. Let A be a countubly determined subset of *N and let p be u 
condition. Either A contains all sufficiently small infinite elements of *p, or there is 
a condition q cp such that *N\A contains all suficiently small infinite elements of 
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*q. Zf A contains arbitrarily small infinite elements of *p, then there is a condition 
q cp such that A contains all sufficiently small infinite elements of *q. 
Proof. Suppose A does not contain all sufficiently small infinite J E *p and let 
B = *N \A. Then B contains arbitrarily small infinite J E *p. By Lemma 5.7, there 
is a fl set C G B which contains arbitrarily small infinite J E *p. Let C = n,, C,, 
where C,, is a decreasing chain of internal sets. By overspill, each C, contains 
arbitrarily large elements of p. Choose a strictly increasing sequence a,, in N so 
that a,, E p fl C,,. Let q = {a,,: n E IV}. Then q is a condition and q E p. For each 
n EN, we have aj E C,, for all finite i 3 n. By overspill, for each n there is an 
infinite K such that *a, E C,, for all infinite J G K. By w,-saturation there is an 
infinite K such that *a, E C for all infinite J G K. Since the sequence a,, is 
increasing and has range q, it follows that C and hence B contains all sufficiently 
small infinite J E *q. 
Now suppose A contains arbitrarily small infinite J E *p and let B = *N\A. 
Then B does not contain all sufficiently small infinite J E *p. By the first 
paragraph, there is a condition q up such that *N\ B = A contains all sufficiently 
small infinite J E *q. Cl 
We now prove the analogue of Lemma 5.4 for arbitrary formulas of 2. 
Theorem 5.9. Consider a condition p and formula #((x)) of 2, and let 
(X,: J E *N) be a lifting of(x). Thenp IF #((x)) tfand only if #(st(XJ)) ho& for 
all suficiently small infinite J E *p. 
Proof. We argue by induction on the complexity of $. By Lemma 5.4, the result 
holds when $ is an atomic formula. 
For the negation step, we assume the result holds for @ and prove it for le. 
Suppose that l@(st(X,)) holds for all sufficiently small infinite J E *p. Then there 
is no condition q cp such that #(st(XJ)) holds for all sufficiently small infinite 
J E *q. Therefore by the induction hypothesis, no q up forces #((x)), and hence 
P -#4(x)). N ow suppose that it is not the case that l@(st(X,)) holds for all 
sufficiently small infinite J E *p. By Corollary 5.6 and Lemma 5.8, there is a 
condition q up such that $(st(X,)) holds for all sufficiently small infinite J E *q. 
Then by inductive hypothesis, q It @((x)), and hence p does not force l@((x)). 
This proves the result for -$. 
We now assume that the result holds for each @,,, n E N, and prove that the 
result holds for 9 = An $,,. Suppose p II- #((x)). Then p II- #n((x)) for all n. By 
the induction hypothesis, for each n, &(st(X,)) holds for all sufficiently small 
infinite J E *p. By o,-saturation, +(st(X,)) holds for all sufficiently small infinite 
J E *p. If @(st(X,)) holds for all sufficiently small infinite J E *p, then so does each 
&,(st(X,)), so by the induction hypothesis, p forces each @n((r)) and p forces 
#((x)). Thus the result holds for 9. 
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Finally, we assume that the result holds for #(u, V) and prove the result for 
3u #(4 u). 
Suppose first that p IF 3v @((x), v). LA A be the set of all J E *N such that 
3~ @(St@,), V) holds. A is countably determined by Corollary 5.6. We wish to 
show that A contains all sufficiently small infinite J E *IN. Suppose not. By Lemma 
5.8, there is a condition q cp such that *N\A contains all sufficiently small 
infinite J E *q. Since p forces 3~ #((x), v), there is a condition r E q and a tight 
sequence (y ) with the same sort as v such that r II @((x), (y )). Let (Y,: 12 E *N) 
be a lifting of (y). By induction hypothesis, 4(st(X,), st(Y,)) holds for all 
sufficently small infinite .I E *r, and so does 3v $(st(XJ), v). But then A contains 
all sufficiently small infinite J E *r, contradicting the fact that *N\A contains all 
sufficiently small infinite J E *q. 
Now suppose 3v @(St@,), v) holds for all sufficiently small infinite J E *p. We 
shall prove that p It3v +((n), v). Let q rp and let 
A = {(J, Y): J E *p, Y is near-standard, and $(st(X,), St(Y)) holds}. 
By Lemma 5.5, A is countably determined. Let F and G be the internal functions 
F(J, Y) = J, G(J, Y) = Y. Then F(A) contains all sufficiently small infinite J E *p, 
and hence contains all sufficiently small infinite J E *q. By Lemma 5.7, a has a fl 
subset B such that F(B) contains arbitrarily small infinite J E *q. Then by Lemma 
5.8, there is a condition r E q such that F(B) contains all sufficiently small infinite 
J E *r. By or-saturation, the set 
C = {(J, Y): p( Y, W) = 0 for some W with (.I, W) E B} 
is also a fl set. Since the relation (J, Y) EA depends on St(Y) rather than on Y, 
we have B E C E A. Let C = n,, C,, where C,, it E N, is a decreasing chain of 
internal sets. By o,-saturation, G(C) = n,, G(C,), so G(C) is a rr(: set. We have 
G(C) s G(A) s ns(Q, *M), so by Corollary 3.5, st(G(C)) is neocompact (and 
hence tight). By Theorem 3.1, there is an internal set D s ns(&?, *M) such that 
st(G(C))sst(D). Let E=Cn(*N xD) and E, =C,n(*NxD). Then E= 
n,, En, F(E) = F(C), st(G(E)) = st(G(C)), and for each n, G(E,) E ns(Q, *M). 
By overspill, for each 12 there is a natural number a, such that F(E,J contains all 
finite j 3 a, such that j E r. Since the sets E, are decreasing, the sequence a, is 
increasing. We may therefore choose I$ for each j E r such that whenever a, ” j, 
(j, I;.) E E,,. Let z be near-standard, and for j $ r let q = 2. Since each element 
of G(E,) is near-standard, q is near-standard for each j E N. By w,-saturation we 
may extend the sequence 5, j E N to an internal sequence (Y,: J E *N). Using 
w,-saturation again, for all sufficiently small infinite J, we have (J, YJ) E E if 
J E *r, and YJ = 2 if J 4 *r, and hence Y, is near-standard. Let (y) be the 
sequence defined by y,, = st(Y,). By Theorem 3.2, (y) is tight. Then for all 
sufficiently small infinite J E *r, we have (.I, Y,) E E GA, and therefore 
#(st(X,), St(K)) holds. By the induction hypothesis, r IF @((x), (y )), and there- 
fore p IF 3v $J( (n), v) as required. This shows that the result holds for 
3V #(a v). q 
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Proof of Theorem 5.3. Let (X,: J E *N) be a lifting of (r). By Proposition 2.3, 
st(X,) = a for all sufficiently small infinite .7 E *p. Therefore by Theorem 5.9, 
p lt- 9((r)) if and only if @(a) is true. Cl 
Remark. The hardest step in the inductive proof of Theorem 5.9 is the half of the 
quantifier step whose conclusion is p Ik 3v W( (x), v). In the sample applications 
at the end of this paper, Theorem 5.3 is only needed in the special case that if 
#(u) is an existential formula of 2 and (x) approximates a, then p It #((x)) 
implies #(a). The proof of this special case is easier than the proof of the full 
result because it does not use the hard quantifier step. 
We now turn to approximating sequences. 
Definition. Two sequences (x) and (y) in rv(Q, M) are said to approximate 
each other iff lim,,, fi(xn, yJ = 0. The sequence (y ) approximates an element 
x E rv(Q, 44) iff lim,,, p(x, y,,) = 0. Given an increasing chain M,, 12 E N of 
subsets of M, we shall say that (x) is a sequence through M,, iff x, E rv(s2, M,,) for 
each n E N. 
Proposition 5.10. Suppose two sequences (x ) and (y ) in rv(Q, M) approximate 
each other and (x) is tight. Then (y) is tight. Moreover, if (X,: J E *N) and 
(Y,: J E *N) are liftings of (x) and (y), then X, = Y, for all suficiently small 
infinite J. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.2, X, is near-standard for all sufficiently small infinite J. By 
overspill, for each m E N, fi(X,, Y,) < l/m for all sufficiently small infinite J. Thus 
by 1.9, X, i= YJ for all sufficiently small infinite J. Then Y, is near-standard for all 
sufficiently small infinite J, so (y ) is tight by Theorem 3.2. Cl 
Corollary 5.11. Zf p It #((x)) and (y) approximates (x), then p It 4((y)). 
Proof. By Proposition 5.10 and Theorem 5.9. q 
The following proposition shows that in many cases, every tight sequence of 
random variables is approximated by a tight sequence of ‘simple’ random 
variables. 
Proposition 5.12. Let M,,, n E N, be an increasing chain of subsets of M such that 
U,, M,, is dense in M. Then every tight sequence in rv(s2, M) is approximated by a 
tight sequence through M, . 
Proof. Let (m) be a tight sequence in rv(9 M), and for each m E N let K,,, be 
a compact subset of M such that for all n, y,, E K,,, with probability al- l/m. For 
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each m, there is a finite set C,,, c lJ,, M,, such that every element of K, is within 
l/m of an element of C,. There is a Bore1 function fm : M+ C,,, such that for all 
a e K,, Aa, f,(a)) < 11 m. For each n, let h(n) be the greatest m <it such that 
C,,, c M,,. Then lim,,, h(n) = 03. Define the sequence (x,) by x, =fhcn,(y,$ 
Then whenever h(n) 2 m, we have p(x,, yn) < l/m with probability al- l/m, 
and therefore 6(x”, yJ < l/m. It follows that (x) approximates ‘(y). Moreover, 
(x) is tight by Proposition 5.10, and x, E rv(Q, M,) because range(x,) G Chcn, E 
M,,. Cl 
Examples. In each of the following, M,, is a chain of sets such that lJ, M,, is 
dense in a Polish space M, and thus Proposition 5.12 applies. 
(a) M,, is the set of all elements of Rd which are 2-“-lattice points in [-2”, 2”]‘. 
(b) L is a Polish space, and M,, is the set of all elements of M = rv([O, 11, L) 
which are step functions with steps at multiples of 2-“. 
(c) L is a Polish space, B is a countable subset of [0, w), B,, n E N, is a chain 
of finite sets with lJ, B, = B, and M, is the set of all elements of M = L” which 
are step functions with steps in B,. 
(d) L is a linear Polish space, and M, is the set of all elements of 
M = C([O, lid, L) which are polygonal functions whose vertices are 2-“-lattice 
points. 
The next corollary shows that forcing can be defined strictly in terms of 
sequences of ‘simple’ random variables, that is sequences through some chain M,. 
Thus in the preceding examples, forcing is equivalent to a statement about 
sequences of discrete time processes. 
Corollary 5X3. Let M,,, n E N be a chain of sets such that U,, M,, is dense in a 
Polish space M. Let v be a variable with sort space N(B, M). Then for any 
condition p and formula 3v $((x), v), we have p II 3v @((x), v) if and only if 
for every q up there is an r E q and a tight sequence (y ) through M,, such that 
rlk @(W (y)). 
Proof. By Corollary 5.11 and Proposition 5.12. 0 
6. A gallery of liftable functions 
In this section we shall obtain a series of sufficient conditions for a function to 
be liftable. Since preimages of neoclosed sets under liftable functions are 
neoclosed, these results will also give sufficient conditions for a set to be 
neoclosed. These results will enchance the applicability of Theorem 5.3, because 
any equation between liftable functions can be expressed in the language 9, 
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Proposition 6.1. Let h be an internal function h : Q+ r such that whenever A has 
Loeb measure 0 in I’, h-‘(A) has Loeb measure 0 in ~2. Then the function 
f : rv(T, M)+- rv(s2, M) defined by f(x)(o) = x(ho) tk LiftubZe. 
Proof. If x : r-* M is Loeb measurable, then x 0 h : sL+ M is Loeb measurable, 
because for any Bore1 set A E M, x-‘(A) has the form B A C where B E Borel(T) 
and C has Loeb measure 0 in r, and by hypothesis we have h-‘(x-‘(A)) = 
h-‘(B) A h-‘(C) w h ere h-‘(B) E Borel(Q) and h-l(C) has Loeb measure 0 in Q. 
If x is equivalent to y, then x 0 h is equivalent to y 0 h because 
{o E Q:x(ho)#y(ho)} = h-‘{YET:x(y)#y(y)}. 
Thus f is well defined and maps rv(T, M) into rv(Q, M). Define F : RV(T*, M)+ 
RV(Q, *M) by F(X)=Xoh. Suppose X lifts x. Let A={y~Est(X(y))# 
x(y)}. Then A has Loeb measure 0, so h-‘(A) has Loeb measure 0. We have 
h-‘(A) = {w E 52: st(X(ho)) #x(ho)}. Therefore X 0 h lifts x oh, and F is a 
lifting off Cl 
Remark. Here are some special cases of 6.1. 
(a) The function f : M *rv(S2, M), where f(a) is the constant function with 
value a, is liftable. This case arises when h is the trivial function h : Q-, 1. 
(b) The function f :rv(r, M) + rv(D x r, M) is liftable, where (fx)(o, y) = 
x(y). This case arises when h is the projection function h : 52 x r+ I’. 
(c) For any internal permutation h : 51-, i2, the function f : rv(Q M)-, 
rv(s2, M) is liftable where f(x) =x oh. 
Proposition 6.2. Let f: N(r, L)-* N(r, M) be liftable. Then the function 
g : rv(i2 x r, L)-* rv(s2 x r, M) defined by the rule 
g(x(*9 *))(W Y) =f (x(w, .))(Y) 
is liftable. 
Proof. LA F lift f. Define G : RV( Q x r, *L)+ RV( 52 x r, *M) by the rule 
G(X(-, -))(w, Y) = F(X(w, e))(y). 
We show that G is a lifting of g. Let X E RV(SZ x r, *L) lift x E rv(Q x r, L). By 
the hyperfinite Fubini theorem in [18, Theorem 1.141, X(0, -) lifts x(0, -). 
Therefore F(X(w, m)) lifts f (x(0, e)) for almost all o E 52. For each such w, 
F(X(o, S))(Y) lifts f (x(w -))(Y) f or almost all y E r By the hyperfinite Fubini 
theorem again, we conclude that G(X(-, -))(o, y) lifts g(x(-, .))(o, y) for almost 
all (0, y) E 52 x r, whence G lifts g. Cl 
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Corollary 6.3. Zf f : M+ N is continuous, then the function g : rv(rs2, M)+ 
rv(Q, N) defined by g(x(.))(o) = f (x(w)) is liftable. 
Proof. Apply Proposition 6.2 with Z = 1; f is liftable by 1.8. 0 
Proposition 6.4. Let [a, b] be a closed real interval. The function 
g : rv( i2, [a, b])+ [a, b] defined by g(x) = E[x] is liftable. 
Proof. Let X lift x where x E rv(Q, [a, b]). Then X has values in *[a, b]. By Loeb 
[23], Z?[X] + E[x]. Therefore the function G defined by G(X) = E[X] lifts g. 
Here is an alternative proof. The function g may be written as the composition 
g(x) = Z(law(x)) 
where Z:Meas([a, b])+ [a, b] is defined by Z(,U) = ] t dp(t). Z is continuous and 
thus liftable by 1.8. The function law is liftable by 2.4, so g is also liftable by 
4.3. cl 
Proposition 6.5. Let [a, b] be a closed real interval, and let 8 x r be the Cartesian 
product of two hyperfnite sets with the internal counting probability measure. Then 
the function g : rv( 52 x I’, [a, b])+ rv(C [a, b]) defined by 
g(x)(y) = E]x(*, ~11 
is liftable. 
Proof. This follows from the proof of Proposition 1.14 in [18], which is a 
hypetfinite analogue of the Fubini theorem. It is shown there that if x E rv(9 X 
C [a, b]) then ~(a, y) E m(Q, [a, bl) f or almost all y, that g(x) E rv(T, [a, b]), and 
that g is lifted by the internal function G : RV(SZ X r, *[a, b])+ RV(T, *[a, b]) 
defined by 
G(X)(Y) = B]X(., r)l. •I 
The following sufficient condition for liftability concerns conditional expecta- 
tions. The conditional expectation of a P-integrable random variable x E 
rv(Q, [a, b]) with respect to a a-algebra B is denoted by E[x 1 931. We let IA 
denote the characteristic function of a set A. By definition, E[x 1 931 is the 
P-almost surely unique random variable y such that for every A E B), E[x - I,] = 
E[Y - Ll. 
Proposition 6.6. Suppose [a, b] is a closed real interval and 93 is a o-algebra on 52 
which tk generated by an internal algebra ~4 of internal subsets of 52. Then the 
functiong : rv(s2, [a, b]) + ~~(52, [a, b]) defined by 
g(x) = E]x I 91 
is liftable. 
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Proof. Let G :RV(SZ, *[a, b])+ RV(S2, *[a, b]) be defined by G(X) = e[X 1 d]. 
We show that G is a lifting of g. Let x E rv( Q, [a, b]) and let X lift x. G(X) lifts y 
where y = st(E[X 1 d]). Th e f unction y is %-measurable because ,!?[X ( d] is 
&-measurable. Let B E 5%. Applying the Internal Approximation Theorem to the 
set of equivalence classes of Q modulo d, we see that there is an A E d such that 
P(A A B) = 0. Then the function G(X) - OA lifts y - OB and X - CIA lifts x + OB. 
Therefore 
E[y . I,] = st@[G(X) - I,]) = st@[X . I,]) = E[x - I,]. 
This shows that y = E[x ( W] = g(x), so G lifts g. 0 
Proposition 6.7. Let 3 be a o-algebra of subsets of 52 and let S be the set of all 
equivalence classes of %measurable functions x E ~(9 M). 
(a) Zf 93 is generated by an internal algebra & of subsets of 62, then S is 
neoclosed. In fact, S = St(A) where A is the internal set of all &-measurable 
X E RV(Q, *M). 
(b) Zf 93 is generated by the intersection of a countable decreasing chain of 
internal algebras &, of subsets of 62, then S is neoclosed. 
Proof. (a) First let x E St(A) and let X E A lift x. Then X is &-measurable. For 
each closed set B c M, x-‘(B) is within a null set of X-‘(St-‘(B)), which belongs 
to 93. This shows that x E S, and S 2 St(A). 
Now let x E S. We may take x to be %-measurable. Let h be the internal 
function on 52 where h(w) is the set of all LY E Sz such that o and LY belong to 
exactly the same sets of&. Let r be the range of h. Then h(w) = h(o) implies 
x(o) =x(a). Let y E N(T, M) be defined by y(h(o)) =x(w). Then y is 
Loeb measurable on r and therefore has lifting YE RV(T, *M). Define 
Z E RV(Q, *M) by Z(o) = Y(h(w)). Then Z E A and Z lifts x. This shows that 
x E St(A), and S c St(A). 
(b) Let A, be the internal set of all &-measurable X E RV(SZ, *M). We shall 
show that S = st(n, A,,). First let x E st(n,, A,,) and let X E n, A,, lift x. Then X 
is JB,-measurable for each n E N. For each closed set B EM, x-‘(B) is within a 
null set of X-l(st-l(B)), which belongs to 9% This shows that x E S, and 
S 2 st(n, A,). 
By part (a), S c st(A,) for each n, and therefore 
S s y st(A,) = st 0 
Given two random variables x E N(Q, M) and y E N(T, M) and a-algebras 93 
onQand%on~,weshallwritex]93=y]%iff 
law(EM4 I 31) = WZWY) I %I) f or all bounded continuous I,!J :M ---, R’. 
We shall need the following result from [20], which is a stronger form of 
Proposition 2.5. 
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Proposition 6.8. Let 93 be a a-algebra on B which is generated by an internal 
algebra s& of subsets of Sz such that all partition classes of Se are infinite and of the 
same internal size. Let % be a o-algebra on another probability space Z’. 
(a) (Universality) For any y E rv(F, M), there exists x E rv(Q, M) such that 
x]%=y)%. 
(b) (Homogeneity) Zf x, y E rv(Q, M), then x 1 W = y 1 24 if and onfy if there is 
an internal permutation h of 52 such that h(d) = SB and x(ho) =y(w) P-almost 
surely. 
(c) (Saturation) For any x E rv(Q, M) and x, y E rv(F, M) such that 
x ( 9 = x ( Ye, there exists y E rv( Q, M) such that (x, y) ( 9 = (_T, jj) ( %. 
We have given only a partial list of the known liftable functions. Many results 
called lifting theorems in the literature state in our context that certain functions 
are liftable. For example, the adapted lifting theorem in [20] shows that every 
term of adapted probability logic represents a liftable function from a space of the 
form rv(Q, rv([O, l]‘, 44)) into rv(9 rv([O, lid, W). 
7. Expected values 
In the preceding section we saw that the expected value E[x] and conditional 
expectation E[x I 931 are liftable on each bounded space rv(L2, [a, b]). On the 
space rv(Q, R) of all real valued random variables, the expected value is only 
partially defined and is not liftable.’ Countable conjunctions and disjunctions are 
needed in order to express properties of the expected value in the language 3’. In 
this section we obtain forcing criteria for such properties. We shall need the 
notion of a uniformly integrable sequence, which plays a role similar to a tight 
sequence when dealing with expected values. 
In the remainder of this paper we shall often use Chebyshev’s inequality, which 
states that if x E rv(s2, R) is integrable then for all r k 0, 
r * P[]x] 3 r] C E[]xl]. 
It follows that for integrable x, y E rv(Q R), 
P(4 Y)’ c E[lx -Y II. 
We shall use the following elementary properties of conditional expectation 
without explicit mention: 
E[x+y)~l=~[~)~l+~t~~~l; 
E[E[x 1 WI = E[xl; 
If 3 E %‘, then E[E[x 1 LB] 1 %e] = E[E[x 1 U] ( %a] = E[x ( W]; 
If x is .G%measurable, then E[x . y I 931 =x - E[y I 531; 
If f : R + R is convex, then f (E[x I 331) s E[f(x) I W]. 
We begin by expressing limits and expected values in the language 9. 
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Definition. Let u,, m E IV, and 21 be variables or terms with the sort space 
rv(Q, M). We let the expression 
lim u, = v 
m--t- 
be an abbreviation for the formula 
+ym/?*+(Um7 .)+ 
of 2, where p is the metric for M and /j is the metric for rv(s2, M). 
This formula has the usual meaning when applied to random variables with sort 
space rv(s2, M). 
Deli&ion. Given a E [w and m E N, define the truncation a Fl m by 
i 
m ifasm, 
allm= a if I4 cm, 
-m ifas-m. 
Given a random variable x E rv( Q, Iw ) and m E N, define the function x Fl m by 
(x ilm)(o) =x(o) mm. Th us x ll m is the function formed by truncating x above 
at m and below at -m. By Corollary 6.3 and Propositions 4.6 and 6.4, for each 
m E N, the functions x *X Fl m and x I+ E[x n m] are liftable. 
We shall also use the notation a n m and X n m when a E *lJ!, X E RV(Q *[w), 
and m E *N. 
Definition. Given a variable u with sort space rv(S2, W), we let E[lul] < 00 be an 
abbreviation for the formula 
of 2, and let E[u] = a be an abbreviation for the formula 
E[lul]imA(~mmE[unm]=a) 
of x 
These formulas have the usual meanings when applied to random variables 
x E rv(Q, Iw). That is, the formula E[lxl] < 00 is true if and only if x is integrable, 
and E[x] = a if and only if x is integrable and has expected value a. 
If (r,: n E N ) is a sequence of reals and p is a condition, then lim sup,,,, r,, is 
defined in the natural way. 
Proposition 7.1. Let (x) be a tight sequence with sort space rv(& W) and let p be 
a condition. Then 
P w(l4w- 
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if and only if 
lim lim sup E[ Ix, il m ]] < cQ. 
m-+m n*P 
Proof. The following are equivalent. 
P ~w(l~lw~~ 
(vqcp)(3~~q)V~I~/\~[(Ixn~I)l~i, 
i m 
(Vqcp)(3rEq)Vr\rI~E[(IxnmI)l~i, 
i m 
(Vq GP>V A (3r c 4) lim sup E[lx, nml] sj, i m ?zEl 
V~limsupE[]x,tlm]]~j, 
i m neP 
lim lim sup E[ Ix, n m I] < m. Cl ??I-- neP 
Definition. A sequence (x) of random variables with sort space rv(Q, W) is 
uniformly integrable iff lim,,, E[ Ix,, n ml] is finite and converges uniformly in n. 
Equivalently, for each j E N there exists nz E N such that for all n E N, 
Ebnl - 0 ,x.,~ml s l/i. 
Definition. Let X be a lifting of x E rv(Q, R). X is said to be S-integrable iff x is 
integrable and st(I?[]X]]) = E[lx]]. Equivalently, @]Xl] is finite and 
lim,,, st(E[lX,l * 0 ,x,,am]) = 0. A lifting (XJ: j E *N) of a sequence (x,: n E N) is 
S-integrable iff X, is S-integrable for each n E N. 
‘7.2. (i) Zf x is integrable, then {x} is uniformly integrable. 
(ii) Every integrable x E rv(i2, R) has an S-integrable lifting. In fact, for every 
lifting X of x, X n J is an S-integrable lifting of x for all sufficiently small infinite 
JE*N. 
(iii) Zf X is an S-integrable lifting of x, then for every internal set A G Sz, 
st(,?[X - I,]) = E[x - O,]. 
(iv) X is S-integrable if and only if for every internal set A with P(A) = 0, 
Z?[X * I,] = 0. 
Part (i) is immediate. For parts (ii)- see, e.g., [28]. 
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Lemma 7.3. Let x, E rv(Q, R) for each n E N. 
(i) Zf {E[lx,J]: n E N} & bounded, then (x,) is tight. 
69 Jf {E[W*l: n E N} is bounded, then (x,, ) is tight and uniformly integrable. 
Proof. Let b and c be bounds in parts (i) and (ii). (i) follows from the inequality 
m . P[Ix,J L m] 6 E[(x,(] s b. 
(ii) follows from (i) and the inequalities 
qI%zII s 1+ Jwn)*1> 
Lemma 7.4. Suppose (x,: n E N) is a tight uniformly integrable sequence in 
rv(S2, R) and (XJ: j E *N) is an S-integrable lifting. Then for all sufficiently small 
infinite J, X, is S-integrable. 
Proof. For each m and n in N, st(Z?[lXnl]) = E[lx, I], and hence 
st(E[lX,I * 0 ,x”,an+d c a%zI * fl,X”,a?al. 
Then by w,-saturation, there is an infinite K E *N such that for each j E N there 
exists m E N such that for all n s K, 
mGl * 0 ,~.,4 s l/i. 
We may also take K so that Z?[lX,I] is finite for all n c K. It follows that X, is 
S-integrable for all n < K. 0 
Proposition 7.5. Let (x) be a uniformly integrable tight sequence with sort space 
rv(Q, W). Then for every condition p and real number a, 
(9 P ~WlWll<~; 
(ii) p II E[ (x)] = a if and only if lim,, E[xJ = a. 
Proof. (i) follows from uniform integrability and Proposition 7.1. 
To prove (ii), let (X,) be an S-integrable lifting of (x), which exists by 7.2. 
Then Z?[X,J = E[xJ for all n E N. Therefore lim,.. E[xn] = a if and only if 
Z?[X,] = a for all sufficiently small infinite J E *p. By Theorem 5.9, p II- E[(x)] = a 
if and only if E[st(X,)] = a for all sufficiently small infinite J E *p. By Lemma 7.4, 
X, is S-integrable and hence Z?[X,] = E[st(X,)] f or all sufficiently small infinite J. 
Therefore (ii) holds. 0 
We now turn to conditional expectations. In the following, let d be an internal 
algebra of subsets of Sz, and let 9 be the o-algebra generated by A?. By 
Proposition 6.6, for each m E N the function x H E[x ll m ( $31 is liftable. 
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Deli&ion. Given variables u and TV with sort space rv(52, W), we let E[u ) LB] = v 
be an abbreviation for the formula 
E[lul] -cm r\(lili_ E[u nm 1 93] = v) 
of 58. 
Note that the formula E[x 1 223]= y of 2 is true if and only if x is integrable and 
has conditional expectation y with respect to 3. 
Lemma 7.6. Zf X is an S-integrable lifting of x, then E[X 1 d] is an S-integrable 
fijting of E[x I 931. 
Proof. By Proposition 6.6, E[X fl m I d] lifts E[x ll m I 931 for each m E N, and 
therefore E[X I d] lifts E[x 1 W]. S ince 1x1 is integrable, E[lxl ( 931 is integrable. 
Moreover, 
@[lxl I Al= ~%Xll= E[lxll = E[E[lxl I Bllt 
so ,??[X I a] is S-integrable. 0 
Proposition 7.7. Let (x) and (y ) be tight sequences with sort space rv(S2, R), and 
let (x) be uniformly integrable. Then for every condition p, 
p II E[(x) ) SIR]= (y) if and only if lim p(E[x,, ) W], y,,) = 0. 
neP 
Proof. Let (X,) be an S-integrable lifting of (x,), and let (Y,) be a lifting of 
(yn). By Lemma 7.6, (E[X, I d]) is an S-integrable lifting of ( E[xn ( 931). Then 
E[X, 1 d] = E[x, ( 931 for all n E N. Therefore lim,., p(E[x” ( 281, y,J = 0 if and 
only if ,J?[X, I .c$]= Y, for all sufficiently small infinite J E *p. By Theorem 5.9, 
p 11 E[(x) I 2]= (y ) if and only if E[st(X,) I 93]= st(Y,) for all sufficiently small 
infinite J E *p. By Lemmas 7.4 and 7.6, X, is S-integrable and ,#?[X, I d] = 
E[sW,) 1 31 f or all sufficiently small infinite J. The required equivalence 
follows. cl 
8. Applications to stochastic processes 
In this section we shall illustrate the use of our results by giving three applications 
to stochastic processes. With our framework in place, proofs will be elementary 
arguments involving standard discrete time processes. The plan will be to prove a 
statement by showing that it is forced by every condition and applying the main 
Theorem 5.3. In each case, the statement will be in the V3 quantifier form. We 
shall sacrifice some generality in order to state the applications without too much 
technical background from probability theory. 
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In the literature, continuous time stochastic processes are usually taken to be 
families of random variables xt, where t ranges over [0, l] or [0, m). In order to 
illustrate our method in as simple a setting as possible, we shall present 
applications dealing with stochastic processes of the form x, where t ranges over a 
countable dense subset B of [0, w). Each of the applications given here can easily 
be extended to a continuous time result. We shall indicate how to do this at the 
end of this section. The advantage of restricting t to a countable set B of times is 
that we will be able to use the countable conjunctions and disjunctions in the 
language 3 to quantify over all times in B. 
Definition. For each n E N, let B, be the set of all multiples of 2~” in [0,2”). Let 
B (the set of binary rationals) be the set IEI = lJ, B,. Note that B is dense in 
[0, 00). For each t E [0, m), let t, be the greatest s E B, such that s c t. 
By a stochastic process in A4 we shall mean an element x E rv(Q, Mu), where 
M” has the product topology. Given c E Mu, the value of c at twill be denoted by 
c,. For each t E El, the function c w c, is continuous on Mu, so the function x HX, 
is liftable from rv(Q, Mu) into rv(r(sz, M). 
An element c E Mu will be called an n-step function if c, = ch for all t E lE8. A 
process x E rv( Q, Mu) is called an n-step process if x, = xc for all t E El. 
The following lemma characterizes lifting and tightness in the space Mu. It 
reduces the question of tightness in rv(Q, I%“) to the question of tightness in 
rv(Q> R). 
Lemma 8.1. (i) Let X E RV(sZ, *(M”)) and x E N(Q, M”). Then X lifts x if and 
only if X, lifts x, for all t E IB. 
(ii) X E RV(Q, *(MB)) is near-standard if and only if X, is near-standard for 
all t E B. 
(iii) A set C G N(Q, M”) is tight if and only if for each t E B the set 
C, = {x,:x E C} is tight. 
Proof. Since M” has the product topology, a point Z E *(M”) is near-standard if 
and only if Z, is near-standard for all t E B, and if Z is near-standard then 
(st(Z)), = st(ZJ f or all t E B. To prove (i), we note that the following are 
equivalent. 
Xliftsx; 
P{o: st(X(o)) =x(o)} = 1; 
P(n (0: st(X,(o)) =x@),) = I; 
for each t E B, P{w: st(Xr(o)) =x,(o)} = 1; 
for each t E B, X, lifts xt. 
Part (ii) follows at once from part (i). 
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By Proposition 4.5, if C E rv(Q, Mu) is tight, then C, is tight for each t E B. 
Suppose that C, is tight for all t E B. By Theorem 3.1, for each t E IEB there is an 
internal set A, c ns(S2, *M) such that C, E st(A,). Let 
B = {X: X, E A, for all t E B}. 
B is a z set. Part (ii) shows that B G ns(Q, *(Mu)). We wish to show that 
C E St(B). Suppose x E C. Then for each t E B, xt belongs to C, and thus has a 
lifting Y, EA,. By o,-saturation there is an X E RV(Q, *(Mu)) such that X, = Y, 
for all t E B. Then X E B, and by part (i), X lifts x. This shows that C c St(B). 
Applying Theorem 3.1, we see that C is tight, and (iii) is proved. Cl 
Blanket Assumption. We continue to assume that D is a hyperfinite set and P is 
the Loeb counting measure on Q. We shall let (59,: t E B) be a family of internal 
algebras 2& of subsets of 8 such that all 99s partition classes have the same internal 
size, and whenever s <t, Ss is a proper subset of ?I$ Let 9t be the a-algebra 
generated by re,. 
Remark. By Proposition 6.6, for each real interval [a, b] and each t E B, the 
function x H E[x 1 ~$1 is liftable from rv(Q [a, b]) into rv(s2, [a, b]). By Proposi- 
tion 6.7, the set of &measurable functions is neoclosed for each t E B. 
Definition. By an adapted process we mean a stochastic process x : Q- M” such 
that for all t E B, x, is &measurable. Proposition 6.7 shows that the set of 
adapted processes is a countable intersection of neoclosed sets, and hence is itself 
neoclosed. 
Definition. A submartingale is a stochastic process x E rv(52, W”) such that 
(a) i is adapted, 
(b) x, is integrable for each t E LB, and 
(c) E[x, 1 St] SX, almost surely whenever s 5 t in B. 
If equality holds in (c), x is called a martingale. 
We shall call x an n-submartingale iff x is an n-step process such that (a)-(c) 
hold for s, t E El,,. Again, if equality holds in (c), we call x an n-martingale. 
The notions of an adapted process, submartingale, and martingale depend on 
the family of o-algebras St”,, which will remain fixed throughout our discussion. 
We mention two classical results from the literature (e.g., see [7]). First, if x is 
a martingale, then 1x1 is a submartingale. Second, if x is a submartingale, then for 
almost all o, the path x . (co) has right and left limits at all t E [0, 11. 
Theorem 8.2. Let x and y be nonnegative submartingales in rv(s2, R”). Let z be 
an 90-measurable random variable such that for each w E Q, z(w) is equal to 
either x0(o) or -yO(o). Then there exists a martingale m E rv( Sz, R”) such that 
m,-, = z and for all w and t, m,(o) is equal to either x,(o) or -y,(w). 
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Proof. For each n E N, let x7 =x,” and y: = yrm. For each t E &, we have x: = xt 
and y: = y, for all n 3 k. Therefore (x:) and (y:) are tight uniformly integrable 
approximations of x, and y,. Fix an IZ E N. X” and y” are n-submartingales. We 
shall define my with the required properties by induction on c E B,. We let 
m;f = z. Suppose m: has been defined for s < I in B, so that whenever r <s < t in 
B “> 
(1) m:(o) E M@), -YX~)l, 
(2) m: is Fs;,-measurable, 
(3) E[m: ( 41 = m: almost surely. 
Let s = t - l/2”. We have 
(4) E[-y: 1 9J s -y: s m: cx: s E’[x; 1 sq. 
We wish to apportion the values of m:(o) among x;(o) and -y:(w) in such a 
way that m” is an n-martingale up to time t. To do this, choose an Z+measurable 
random variable (Y E rv(Q, [0, 11) such that for each b E [0, 11, 
Such an (Y exists by Proposition 6.8(c) (saturation) applied to the space Q/5$ of Y$ 
partition classes and the algebra %‘,/Y$. It follows from (4) that there is an 
g-measurable random variable /3 E rv(Q, [0, 11) such that for almost all o, 
Therefore 
satisfies properties (l)-(3) for t. This completes the induction. 
For each f~ B, let my =mt. Then m” is an n-martingale, and m:(o) E 
ix:(@), -Y:(o)) f or all t E B and all w. Since (x:) and (y:) are tight and 
uniformly integrable, (my) is tight and uniformly integrable. Let s c t in B and 
let p be a condition. By Proposition 7.7, 
p IkE[(mY) 1 %I = (m:>. 
The set 
{(x, y, m): m,(o) E {x*(o), -yt(w)} P-almost surely} 
is neoclosed, and hence 
p II (m:(o)) c {(x:(o)), -(y:(o))} P-almost surely. 
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Therefore p forces the sentence 
(%)[ v is a martingale and 
?, [v,(m) l {CC(m)), - (y:(o)) > P-almost surebl .1 
The result now follows from Theorem 5.3. 0 
Remark. With somewhat more work, the above result can be proved for local 
submartingales. Theorems along this line for the special case x = y were obtained 
by Gilat [ll], Barlow [4], and Perkins [26]. 
Let us call a process y E rv(Q, Ra) increasing iff whenever s < c in B, 
yS(o) <y,(O) P-almost surely. The following finite difference notation will be 
useful in the next two applications. 
Deiinition. Given an x E rv(s2, l%“), n E N, and t E B,, let 
Anx, = x, - x, where u = t + l/2” 
and 
ztnxS=c {x,:s<t andsEE?+}. 
Theorem 8.3. Let x be a submartingale in rv(Q, R”). Suppose that for each 
t E B, the expected values 
exist and are bounded uniformly in n. Then there exists a martingale m and an 
increasing process z with values in N U (0) such that m + z = x. 
Remark. The Doob-Meyer decomposition theorem (e.g., see [9]) states that for 
every submartingale x which is bounded below there exists a martingale m and an 
increasing ‘predictable’ process y such that y, = 0 and m + y =x. Theorem 8.3 is 
an analogous result but with z having values in N instead of being predictable. 
Note that since z is increasing with values in N U {0}, its paths are step functions 
with positive jumps of integer size. 
Proof. Let an be the increasing n-step process 
at=O, a: = zt” E[A,x, 1 %I. 
Then A,,a: = E[A,x, 1 .?%I is gt;,-measurable, and ,!?[a:] = E[x,]. The hypothesis 
states that for each t E B, the values E[(a:)*] exist and are bounded uniformly in 
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n. Fix n. Let t E B,. By Proposition 6.8(c) (saturation), for each t E B, we may 
choose an 9 ,+,,z~-measurable random variable b, E rv(i2, N) which has the 
Poisson distribution with A,& given St, that is, 
P[b, = k ) 9,] = epA. ilk/k! where k = A,&. 
Moreover, b, may be chosen so that for all s > f in B,, 
(1) E[b, - 4,~s 1 %I = E[b, 1 %I * E[A,xs 1 31. 
Define an n-step process z: by 
z;I=o, A,z: = b,. 
Then zn is increasing and z: is gt;,-measurable and has values in N U (0). Let 
x: = xc and let my = x: - :. Then my is %-measurable. Since E[b, 1 9j] = A,&‘, 
(2) E]mY I El = rn: almost surely whenever s < t in B,. 
As in the preceding proof, for each t E B, (x:) is a tight uniformly integrable 
sequence which approximates xt. To show that (z:) and (my) are tight and 
uniformly integrable, we shall compute second moments and use Lemma 7.3. The 
formulas for mean and second moment of a Poisson distribution give 
E[A,z: 1 &] = Ana:, E[(A,z:)* 1 9$] = (A&)* + A,&. 
Using (l), a routine computation shows that for each t E B, 
E[(z:)*] = E[(u:)*] + E[u:]. 
It follows that the values E[(z:)*] are bounded uniformly in n. Therefore by 
Lemma 7.3, the sequence (z”) is tight and uniformly integrable. Since (x:) is 
tight and uniformly integrable, so is the difference (my) = (xr - 2:). 
As in the preceding example, Proposition 7.7 and (2) show that any condition 
forces the statement that (my) is a martingale. Thus any condition forces that 
there exists a martingale m and an increasing process z with values in N U (0) 
such that m + z = (x). The result now follows by Theorem 5.3. 0 
Our third application will be an analogue of the Peano existence theorem for 
stochastic differential equations. The Peano existence theorem states that for 
every bounded continuous real function f(t, x) and real initial value x0, there 
exists a real function x : [0, m) + R such that 
x(O) =x0 and x(t) = l’f(s, x(s)) ds. 
This theorem has a simple nonstandard proof which is often used to motivate the 
method of liftings (see, for example, [22]). It can also be proved by forcing using 
the easy deterministic case of Theorem 5.3. We leave this as an exercise for the 
reader. Instead we apply Theorem 5.3 to prove an existence theorem for 
stochastic integral equations with respect to a martingale. 
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Example 8.4 (An existence theorem for stochastic integral equations). Let m be a 
martingale such that for some constant c, 
E[(A,m,)’ 1 St] 6 c/2” 
for all n E N and t E B,. Let f be a bounded uniformly continuous function from R 
into R. Then there is a martingale x such that x = 0 and for each t E B, 
x, = lim xi f (x)AimS. 
i-b- s-3 
Proof. For n E N and t E B, let x: be the solution of the difference equation 
x;; = 0, x: = 2” f (x:)A,m,. 
S-=3 
Extend x: to an n-step function by putting x: =x;. Then for each t E B x: is 
&-measurable. 
Let b be a uniform bound for If I. Then for each t E B,, 
E[(x:)~] = E[Sz: (f (x:)d.mS)2] s b2 - S~~E[(A~mS)2] s b2 - c - t. 
Thus by Lemma 7.3, the sequence (x:) is tight and uniformly integrable. 
Therefore each x: is integrable. Since f (x:) is bounded and adapted and m, is a 
martingale, it follows that x: is an n-martingale. By Proposition 7.7, for any 
condition p and any s 6 t in B we have 
p IF (x;t) = 0 and p It-E[(xY) 1 .!!&I = (xf). 
It remains to prove that for each t E B, 
(1) p 11 (x3 = ;i; (YY>, 
where 
To prove (1) it suffices to prove 
To prove (2) for all p it suffices to prove 
Since fi(u, v)” G E[lu - vi] s (E[(u - ~)~])l~, for (3) it suffices to prove 
(4) Ayh./?,E[(~:-y:,~)~l~f. 
i 
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LetnaiandteBi. Then 
(5) x: -x?’ = zt” (f(C) -f(~;))&~,. 
We wish to show that x: - X: is small, hence f(x:) - f(x:) is small and x: - y:~’ is 
small. Again, we shall do this by getting bounds for expected values of squares. 
Foru<sE@,wehave 
x: - x:: = En f(x:)A,p,, 
USI- 
and as before, 
E[(xf - x”u)“] 6 b2 * c * (s - u). 
Then for each 6 > 0, 
P[(x: -x;)” 3 616 b2. c . (s - u)/& 
Consider any E > 0. Since f is uniformly continuous, for all sufficiently large i E N, 
we have 
P[(f(Z) -.%))‘a El s E 
whenever n 3 i, u <s E B,, and s - u s l/2’. Since f is bounded by b, 
E[(f (x:) -f (x;))“] s E(1 + 4b2). 
Using (5) and the fact that f (x:) -f (x:) is &-measurable, we have 
(6) E[(x: - Y:.‘)“] = sTte E[(f (x3 -f (x3)2(A,mz)21 
= z”E[(f (x3 -f (x3)” * W%d2 1 %I1 
s & - (1+ 462) - c - t. 
We can now verify the required statement (4). Given j E N, take E such that 
E - (1 + 4b2) - c - t s l/j, and choose k E N such that (6) holds whenever n 3 i 3 
k. Cl 
Remark. With the appropriate definitions, Example 8.4 shows that under the 
given hypotheses, the stochastic integral equation 
x, = bf (xd dm, 
I 
has a strong solution x, in a hypertinite probability space. The case of the theorem 
when m is a Brownian motion is in [18, Theorem 5.21, and is a strong form of a 
theorem of Skorokhod [29]. The theorem proved here fails if 52 is not assumed to 
be a hyperfinite probability space; for a counterexample see Barlow [5]. A much 
more general existence theorem was proved by Hoover and Perkins [16] and 
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Jacod and Memin [17]. This generalization can also be proved by the present 
method. 
The preceding three applications can be extended to continuous time stochastic 
processes in the following way. For each t E [0, 00) let 
The following two facts are easy to check. 
8.5. Zf z,, t E [0, co), is an SY.-submartingale with right continuous paths, then 
x, = E[zS 1 SS], s E B, is an 8.-submartingale, and 
8.6. Zf x,, s E B, is an 9.-submartingale, then 
b an X9.-submartingale with right continuous paths. 
Using these facts, Theorems 8.2, 8.3, and 8.4 for 8.-submartingales with times 
in [EB imply the same theorems for right continuous X.-submartingales with times 
in [0, 03). In each case, first use 8.5, then apply the theorem for 9., and then use 
8.6 to get the result for X.. 
It is not clear at this point whether Robinson’s infinitesimal analysis is essential 
to our main results. In the present treatment, the central notions of a hyperfinite 
probability space, a liftable function, and the language 9 are defined in terms of 
Robinson’s infinitesimals. However, in the deterministic case the liftable func- 
tions are just the continuous functions and Theorem 5.3 reduces to a result stated 
in standard terms. Moreover, once the language 9 is set up, the definition of 
forcing and the applications are stated purely in standard terms. It is possible to 
formulate a standard consequence of Theorem 5.3 which is sufficient for the 
applications, as follows. Choose a particular set S of liftable functions which is 
rich enough for the purpose at hand. “There exists a probability space (Q, P) and 
a nontrivial family of u-algebras 9, increasing in t such that for any sentence $ 
built up from equations over S using quantifiers and countable connectives, and 
any condition p, p forces $ if and only if 9 is true for (52, P, St).” The papers of 
Fajardo [lo] and Hoover [14] show that in many cases lifting theorems in 
hyperfinite adapted probability spaces can be replaced by results about well- 
behaved extensions of standard adapted probability spaces. Perhaps a similar 
approach can be used in the context of this paper. 
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